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Abstract—This article considers the joint problem of packet
scheduling and self-localization in an underwater acoustic sensor
network with randomly distributed nodes. In terms of packet
scheduling, our goal is to minimize the localization time, and
to do so we consider two packet transmission schemes, namely
a collision-free scheme (CFS), and a collision-tolerant scheme
(CTS). The required localization time is formulated for these
schemes, and through analytical results and numerical examples
their performances are shown to be dependent on the circum-
stances. When the packet duration is short (as is the case for a
localization packet), the operating area is large (above 3km in at
least one dimension), and the average probability of packet-loss is
not close to zero, the collision-tolerant scheme is found to require
a shorter localization time. At the same time, its implementation
complexity is lower than that of the collision-free scheme, because
in CTS, the anchors work independently. CTS consumes slightly
more energy to make up for packet collisions, but it is shown to
provide a better localization accuracy. An iterative Gauss-Newton
algorithm is employed by each sensor node for self-localization,
and the Cramér Rao lower bound is evaluated as a benchmark.

I. INTRODUCTION

After the emergence of autonomous underwater vehicles

(AUVs) in the 70s, developments in computer systems and

networking have been paving a way towards fully autonomous

underwater acoustic sensor networks (UASNs) [1], [2]. Mod-

ern underwater networks are expected to handle many tasks

automatically. To enable applications such as tsunami moni-

toring, oil field inspection, bathymetry mapping, or shoreline

surveillance, the sensor nodes measure various environmental

parameters, encode them into data packets, and exchange the

packets with other sensor nodes or send them to a fusion

center. In many underwater applications, the sensed data has

to be labeled with the time and the location of their origin to

provide meaningful information. Therefore, sensor nodes that

explore the environment and gather data have to know their

position, and this makes localization an important task for the

network.
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Due to the challenges of underwater acoustic communications

such as low data rates and long propagation delays with

variable sound speed [3], a variety of localization algorithms

have been introduced and analyzed in the literature [4] [5].

In contrast to underwater systems, sensor nodes in terrestrial

wireless sensor networks (WSNs) can be equipped with a GPS

module to determine location. GPS signals (radio-frequency

signals), however, cannot propagate more than a few meters,

and underwater acoustic signals are used instead. In addition,

radio signals experience negligible propagation delays as com-

pared to the sound (acoustic) waves.

An underwater sensor node can determine its location

by measuring the time of flight (ToF) to several anchors

with known positions, and performing multilateration. Other

approaches may be employed for self-localization, such as

finger-printing [6] or angle of arrival estimation [7]. All these

approaches require packet transmission from anchors.

Many factors determine the accuracy of self-localization.

Other than noise, the number of anchors, their constellation

and relative position of the sensor node [8], propagation losses

and fading also affect the localization accuracy. Some of

these parameters can be adjusted to improve the localization

accuracy, but others cannot.

Although a great deal of research exists on underwater local-

ization algorithms [1], little work has been done to determine

how the anchors should transmit their packets to the sensor

nodes. In long base-line (LBL) systems where transponders

are fixed on the sea floor, an underwater node interrogates

the transponders for round-trip delay estimation [9]. In the

underwater positioning scheme of [10], a master anchor sends

a beacon signal periodically, and other anchors transmit their

packets in a given order after the reception of the beacon from

the previous anchor. The localization algorithm in [11] ad-

dresses the problem of joint node discovery and collaborative

localization without the aid of GPS. The algorithm starts with

a few anchors as primary seed nodes, and as it progresses,

suitable sensor nodes are converted to seed nodes to help

in discovering more sensor nodes. The algorithm works by

broadcasting command packets which the nodes use for time-

of-flight measurements. The authors evaluate the performance

of the algorithm in terms of the average network set-up time

and coverage. However, physical factors such as packet loss

due to fading or shadowing and collisions are not included,

and it is not established whether this algorithm is optimal

for localization. In reactive localization [12], an underwater

node initiates the process by transmitting a “hello” message

to the anchors in its vicinity, and those anchors that receive
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the message transmit their packets. An existing medium access

control (MAC) protocol may be used for packet exchanging

[13]; however, there is no guarantee that it will perform

satisfactorily for the localization task. The performance of

localization under different MAC protocols is evaluated in

[14], where it is shown that a simple carrier sense multiple

access (CSMA) protocol performs better than the recently

introduced underwater MAC protocols such as T-Lohi [15].

In our previous work, we considered optimal collision-free

packet scheduling in a UASN for the localization task in

single-channel (L-MAC) [16] and multi-channel [17] scenarios

(DMC-MAC). In these algorithms, the position information of

the anchors is used to minimize the localization time. In spite

of the remarkable performance of L-MAC and DMC-MAC

over other algorithms (or MAC protocols), they are highly

demanding. The main drawback of L-MAC or DMC-MAC is

that they require a fusion center which gathers the positions

of all the anchors, and decides on the time of packet trans-

mission from each anchor. In addition, these two collision-free

algorithms need the anchors to be synchronized and equipped

with radio modems in order to exchange information fast.

In this paper, we consider packet scheduling algorithms that

do not need a fusion center. Although the synchronization of

the anchors which are equipped with GPS is not difficult, the

proposed algorithms can work with asynchronized anchors if

there is a request from a sensor node.

We assume a single-hop UASN where anchors are equipped

with half-duplex acoustic modems, and can broadcast their

packets based on two classes of scheduling: a collision-free

scheme (CFS), where the transmitted packets never collide

with each other at the receiver, and a collision-tolerant scheme

(CTS), where the collision probability is controlled by the

packet transmission rate in such a way that each sensor

node can receive sufficiently many error-free packets for self-

localization. Our contributions are listed below.

• Assuming packet loss and collisions, the localization

time is formulated for each scheme, and its minimum is

obtained analytically for a predetermined probability of

successful localization for each sensor node. A shorter

localization time allows for a more dynamic network,

and leads to a better network efficiency in terms of

throughput.

• It is shown how the minimum number of anchors can be

determined in order to reach the desired probability of

self-localization.

• An iterative Gauss-Newton self-localization algorithm is

introduced for a sensor node which experiences packet

loss or collision. Furthermore, the way in which this

algorithm can be used for each packet scheduling scheme

is outlined.

• The Cramér Rao lower bound (CRB) on localization

is derived for each scheme. Other than the distance-

dependent signal to noise ratio, the effects of packet

loss due to fading or shadowing, collisions, and the

probability of successful self-localization are included in

this derivation.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II de-

scribes the system model, and outlines the self-localization

process. The problem of minimizing the localization time in

the collision-free and collision-tolerant packet transmission

schemes is formulated and analyzed in Section III-A and

Section III-B, respectively. The self-localization algorithm is

introduced in Section IV. The average energy consumption

is analyzed in Section V, and Section VI compares the

two classes of localization packet scheduling through several

numerical examples. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec-

tion VII, and outline the topics of future works.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a UASN consisting of M sensor nodes and N
anchors. The anchor index starts from 1, whereas the sensor

node index starts from N + 1. Each anchor in the network

encapsulates its ID, its location, time of packet transmission,

and a predetermined training sequence for the time of flight

estimation. The so-obtained localization packet is broadcast

to the network based on a given protocol, e.g., periodically,

or upon the reception of a request from a sensor node. The

system structure is specified as follows.

• Anchors and sensor nodes are equipped with half-duplex

acoustic modems, i.e., they cannot transmit and receive

simultaneously.

• Anchors are placed randomly on the surface, and have

the ability to move within the operating area. The anchors

are equipped with GPS and can determine their positions

which will be broadcast to the sensor nodes. It is assumed

that the probability density function (pdf) of the distance

between the anchors is known, fD(z). It is further

assumed that the sensor nodes are located randomly in

an operating area according to some probability density

function. The sensor nodes can move in the area, but

within the localization process, their position is assumed

to be constant. The pdf of the distance between a sensor

node and an anchor is gD(z). These pdfs can be estimated

from the empirical data gathered during past network

operations.

• We consider a single-hop network where all the nodes

are within the communication range of each other.

• The received signal strength (which is influenced by path-

loss, fading and shadowing) is a function of transmission

distance. Consequently, the probability of a packet loss is

a function of distance between any pair of nodes in the

network.

The considered localization algorithms are assumed to be

based on ranging, whereby a sensor node determines its

distance to several anchors via ToF or round-trip-time (RTT).

Each sensor node can determine its location if it receives

at least K different localization packets from K different

anchors. The value of K depends on the geometry (2D or 3D),

and other factors such as whether depth of the sensor node is

available, or whether sound speed estimation is required. The

value of K is usually 3 for a 2D operating environment with

known sound speed and 4 for a 3D one. In a situation where

the underwater nodes are equipped with pressure sensors,

three different successful packets would be enough for a 3D

localization algorithm [18].
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The localization procedure starts either periodically for a

predetermined duration (in a synchronized network), or upon

receiving a request from a sensor node (in any kind of network,

synchronous or asynchronous) as explained below.

Periodic localization: If all the nodes in the network including

anchors and sensor nodes are synchronized with each other,

a periodic localization approach may be employed. In this

approach, after the arrival of a packet from the j-th anchor,

the m-th sensor node estimates its distance to that anchor

as d̂m,j = c(t̂R
m,j − tT

j ) where c is the sound speed, tT
j is

the time at which the anchor transmits its packet, and t̂R
m,j

is the estimated time at which the sensor node receives this

packet. The departure time tT
j is obtained by decoding the

received packet (the anchor inserts this information into the

localization packet), and the arrival time t̂R
m,j can be calculated

by correlating the received signal with the known training

sequence (or similar procedures). The estimated time of arrival

is related to the actual arrival time through t̂R
m,j = tR

m,j+nm,j ,

where nm,j is zero-mean Gaussian noise with power σ2
m,j

which varies with distance and can be modeled as [19]

σ2
m,j = kEdn0

m,j , (1)

with dm,j the distance between the j-th anchor and the sensor

node, n0 the path-loss exponent (spreading factor), and kE a

constant that depends on system parameters (such as signal

bandwidth, sampling frequency, channel characteristics, and

noise level). In periodic localization, sensor nodes are not

required to be synchronized with the anchors. If they are

not synchronized, they can calculate the time-differences of

arrival (TDoAs) from the measured ToFs; however, we will

not consider this situation in our calculation.

On-demand localization: In this procedure (which can be

applied to a synchronous or an asynchronous network) a sensor

node initiates the localization process. It transmits a high-

power frequency tone immediately before the request packet.

The tone wakes the anchors up from their idle mode, and puts

them into the listening mode. The request packet may also

be used for a more accurate estimation of the arrival time.

We assume that all the anchors have been correctly notified

by this frequency tone. After the anchors have received the

wake up tone, they reply with localization packets. The time

when the request has been received by an anchor, tR
j,m, and

the time tT
j at which a localization packet is transmitted are

included in the localization packet. This information will be

used by the sensor node to estimate its round-trip-time (which

is proportional to twice the distance) to the anchor. The round-

trip-time can be modeled as

t̂RTT
m,j = (tRm,j − tTm)− (tRj,m − tTj ) + nj,m + nm,j , (2)

where tT
m is the transmission time of the request signal from

the sensor node. Therefore, the estimated distance to anchor

j is

d̂m,j =
1

2
ct̂RTT

m,j . (3)

After the sensor node estimates its location, it broadcasts its

position to other sensor nodes. This enables the sensor nodes

which have overheard the localization process to estimate their
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Fig. 1: Packet transmission from anchors in the collision-free scheme. Here,
each anchor transmits its packets according to its index value (ID number).
All links between anchors are assumed to function properly in this figure
(there are no missing links).
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Fig. 2: Packet transmission from anchors in the collision-tolerant scheme.
Here, each anchor transmits its packets at random according to a Poisson
distribution.

positions without initializing another localization task [20].

The time it takes for an underwater node to gather at least

K different packets from K different anchors is called the

localization time. In the next section, we formally define the

localization time, and show how it can be minimized for

the collision-free and collision-tolerant packet transmission

schemes.

III. PACKET SCHEDULING

A. Collision-free packet scheduling

Collision-free localization packet transmission is analyzed

in [16], where it is shown that in a fully-connected (single-hop)

network, based on a given sequence of the anchors’ indices,

each anchor has to transmit immediately after receiving the

previous anchor’s packet. Furthermore, it is shown that there

exists an optimal ordering sequence which minimizes the

localization time. However, to obtain that sequence, a fusion

center is required to know the positions of all the anchors.

In a situation where this information is not available, we

may assume that anchors simply transmit in order of their

ID numbers as illustrated in Fig. 1.

In the event of a packet loss, a subsequent anchor will not

know when to transmit. If an anchor does not receive a packet
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from a previous anchor, it waits for a predefined time (counting

from the starting time of the localization process), and then

transmits its packet, similarly as introduced in [21]. With a

slight modification of the result from [21], the waiting time

for the j-th anchor who has not received a packet from its

previous anchor, could be as short as tk +(j− k)
(

Tp +
Daa

c

)

,

where k is the index of the anchor whose packet is the last

one which has been received by the j-th anchor, tk is the time

at which this packet was transmitted from the k-th anchor

(counting from the starting time of the localization process),

c is the sound speed, Daa

c
is the maximum propagation delay

between two anchors, and Tp is the packet length. The packet

length is related to the system bandwidth B (or symbol time

Ts ≈ 1
B

), number of bits in each symbol bs, number of bits

in each packet bp, and guard time Tg as formulated in

Tp = Tg +
bp

bs
Ts. (4)

Under this condition, the transmission time of the j-th

anchor tj can be selected from one of the values listed in

Table I.

TABLE I: Possible times that anchor j transmits its packet.

tj with probability

1 tj−1 +
dj,j−1

c
+ Tp 1− pl(dj,j−1)

2 tj−2 + 2
(

Daa

c
+ Tp

)

[1− pl(dj,j−2)]pl(dj,j−1)

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

j − k tk + (j − k)
(

Daa

c
+ Tp

)

[1− pl(dj,k)]Π
j−1
m=k+1pl(dj,m)

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.

j − 1 Dr

c
+ (j − 1)

(
Daa

c
+ Tp

)

Πj−1
m=1pl(dj,m)

where Dr = Dsa in on-demand localization which is the

distance corresponding to the maximally separated sensor-

anchor pair, and Dr = 0 in periodic localization, t1 = 0 for

periodic localization, and t1 = ds

c
for on-demand localization,

with ds the distance between the first anchor and the sensor

who sent the request packet, and pl(di,j) is the probability

of packet loss between two anchors located di,j meters away

from each other. The packet loss can be defined as

pl(d) =

∫ ∞

γ0N0B

fX0|d(x)dx (5)

where N0B is the noise power, γ0 is the minimum SNR

at which a received packet can be detected at the receiver,

and given the distance between two nodes, d, fX0|d(x) is

the conditional pdf of the received signal power which will

be derived in the next subsection. The first row of Table I

indicates that no packet loss (with probability 1− pl(dj,j−1))
occurs between the j-th and (j − 1)-th anchor, and the j-

th anchor transmits after it receives the packet from the

(j − 1)-th anchor. The second row denotes that there is a

packet loss between the j-th and (j − 1)-th anchor (with

probability pl(dj,j−1)), but there is no packet-loss between the

j-th and (j − 2)-th anchor (with probability 1 − pl(dj,j−2)).
Therefore, according to the protocol, the j-th anchor waits

until tj−2 + 2
(

Daa

c
+ Tp

)

before it transmits it packet. The

last row of Table I specifies that the j-th anchor has lost all

the packets from all anchors, and as a result transmits at a

worst possible time to avoid any collision.

Since di,j for j = 1, ..., N − 1, and ds are independent of

each other, the average time at which the j-th anchor transmits

its packet can be obtained as

t̄j =(1− p̄l)

j−1∑

k=1

t̄kp̄
j−k−1
l

+ Tp(1− p̄l) +
d̄

c
− d̄pl

c
+

(1− p̄l)

(
Daa

c
+ Tp

) j−1∑

k=2

kp̄k−1
l

+

(j − 1)

(
Daa

c
+ Tp

)

p̄j−1
l

+
Dr

c
p̄j−1
l

(6)

where p̄l, d̄, and d̄pl are the expected values of pl(di,j), di,j ,

and di,jpl(di,j), respectively.

The average localization time of a collision-free scheme can

be obtained as
T avg

CF
= t̄N + Tp +

Dsa

c
, (7)

where Dsa

c
is added to ensure that the last transmitted packet

from the N -th anchor reaches the furthest point in the oper-

ating area.

In the best case there is no packet loss between the anchors

and the average localization time reaches its minimum value

at

T low
CF

= (N − 1)
d̄

c
+

d̄s

c
+NTp +

Dsa

c
, (8)

where d̄s is the average distance between a senor node and an

anchor. In the worst case, all the packets between the anchors

are lost, and the requesting sensor node is the farthest from

the initiating anchor. This case yields the longest localization

time given by

T upp
CF

= NTp + (N − 1)
Daa

c
+

Dsa

c
+

Dsa

c
, (9)

which is equivalent to a packet transmission based on time

division multiple access (TDMA) with time-slot duration Tp+
D
c

(assuming D = Dsa = Daa).

Another figure of merit is the probability with which a node

can localize itself. If this probability is required to be above

a design value Pss, the necessary number of anchors which

also minimizes T avg
CF

(T avg
CF

is an increasing function of N ) is

determined as the smallest N for which

P loc
CF

=
N∑

k=K

(
N
k

)

pk
CF
(1− p

CF
)N−k ≥ Pss (10)

where p
CF

is the probability that a transmitted packet reaches

a sensor node correctly, and it can be calculated as

p
CF

=

∫ ∞

γ0N0B

fX0
(x)dx, (11)

where fX0
(x) is the pdf of the received signal power.

B. Collision-tolerant packet scheduling

To avoid the need for coordination among anchor nodes,

in a collision-tolerant packet scheduling, anchors work in-

dependently of each other. During a localization period or

upon receiving a request from a sensor node, they transmit

randomly, e.g. according to a Poisson distribution with an

average transmission rate of λ packets per second. Packets
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transmitted from different anchors may now collide at a sensor

node, and the question arises as to what is the probability of

successful reception. This problem is a mirror image of the

one investigated in [22] where sensor nodes transmit their

packets to a common fusion center. Unlike [22] however,

where the sensors know their location, and power control fully

compensates for the known path-loss, path-loss is not known

in the present scenario, and there is no power control. The

average received signal strength is thus different for different

links (this signal strength, along with a given fading model,

determines the probability of packet loss). In this regard, the

signal received at the m-th sensor node from the j-th anchor

is
vm,j(t) = cm,jvj(t) + im(t) + wm(t), (12)

where vj(t) is the signal transmitted from the j-th anchor, cm,j

is the channel gain, wm(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise

with power N0B, and im(t) is the interference caused by other

anchors whose packets overlap with the desired packet,

im(t) =
∑

k 6=j

cm,kvk(t− τk), (13)

with τk being the difference in the arrival times of the

interfering signals w.r.t. the desired signal which is modeled

as an exponentially distributed random variable. The signal-

to interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) at the receiver depends

on the interference level, and is given by

γ =
X0

I0 +N0B
, (14)

where X0 = |cm,j |
2P0 is the power of the signal of interest

with P0 the anchor’s transmit power, and where I0 is the total

interference power which can be expressed as

I0 =

q∑

i=1

|cm,ki
|2P0 (15)

with q the number of interferers, and ki the index of the i-th
interferer. We can express the signal power as

|cm,j |2 = a−1
PL

(dm,j)e
gm,j |hm,j |2, (16)

where gm,j ∼ N (0, σ2
g) models the large scale log-normal

shadowing, hm,j ∼ CN (h̄, σ2
h) models the small scale fad-

ing, and aPL models the path-loss attenuation which can be

formulated as [23]

aPL (di,j) = α0

(
di,j

d0

)n0

a(f)di,j (17)

where α0 is a constant, d0 is the reference distance, n0 is

the path-loss exponent, and a(f) is the frequency-dependent

absorption coefficient. For localization, where the bandwidth

is not large, α(f) can be approximated by a constant.

The pdf of the received signal power, fX0
(x) can be ob-

tained numerically. Since aPL, gm,j and hm,j are independent

random variables, we calculate the pdfs of 10 log |hm,j |
2,

10 log egm,j , and −10 log aPL separately. Then we convolve

them which results in fX0,dB(xdB). With a simple change of

variable x = 100.1xdB we can find fX0
(x), and the pdf of the

interference can be obtained as

fI0 (x) = fX0
(x) ∗ fX0

(x) ∗ . . . ∗ fX0
(x)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

q times

. (18)

The probability that a packet is received correctly by a sensor

node is then [22]

ps =

N−1∑

q=0

P (q)ps|q , (19)

where P (q) =
(2NλTp)

q

q! e−2NλTp is the probability that q
packets interfere with the desired packet, and ps|q is the prob-

ability that the desired packet “survives” under this condition,

ps|q =
{∫∞

γ0N0B
fX0

(x)dx q = 0
∫∞
γ0

∫∞
N0B

fX0
(γw)fI0 (w −N0B)wdwdγ q ≥ 1

(20)

where w = I0 +N0B.

In addition, it should be noted that multiple receptions of a

packet from an anchor does not affect the probability of self-

localization (localization coverage), but in case where a sensor

node is able to localize itself, multiple receptions of a packet

from an anchor affects the accuracy of the localization (see

Section IV).

If we assume that the packets transmitted from the same

anchor fade independently, the probability of receiving a useful

packet from an anchor during the transmission time TT can

now be approximated by [22]

p
CT

= 1− e−psλTT , (21)

and the probability that a sensor node accomplishes self-

localization using N anchors can be obtained as

P loc
CT

=
N∑

k=K

(
N
k

)

pk
CT
(1− p

CT
)N−k, (22)

which is equivalent to the probability that a node receives at

least K different localization packets.

It can be shown that P loc
CT

is an increasing function of T
T

(see

Appendix A), and as a result for any value of psλ 6= 0, there

is a T
T

that leads to a probability of self-localization equal to

or greater than Pss. The minimum value for the required T
T

can be obtained at a point where psλ is maximum (λopt). It

can be proven that the lower bound of λopt is λlow
opt = 1

2NTp
,

and its upper bound is N+1
2NTp

(see Appendix B). These points

will be illustrated via numerical examples in Section VI (cf.

Fig. 3).

Given the number of anchors N , and a desired probability

of successful self-localization Pss, one can determine p
CT

from (22), while λ and the minimum localization time can

be determined jointly from (19) and (21). Similarly as in the

collision-free scheme, we then add the time of request ds

c
, and

the maximum propagation delay between a sensor-anchor pair
Dsa

c
to the (minimum) T

T
that is obtained from (19) and (21).

The so-obtained value represents the (minimum) localization

time (Tmin
CT

) T
CT

, for the collision-tolerant scheme.

IV. SELF-LOCALIZATION PROCESS

We have seen that a sensor node requires at least K distinct

packets (or time-of-flight measurements) in order to determine
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its location. However, it may receive more than K different

packets, as well as some replicas, i.e, qj packets from anchor

j, where j = 1, ..., N . In this case, a sensor uses all of this

information for self-localization. Note that in the collision-free

scheme, qj is either zero or one; however, in the collision-

tolerant scheme qj can be more than 1. Packets received from

the j-th anchor can be used to estimate the sensor node’s

distance to that anchor, and the redundant packets add diversity

(or reduce measurement noise) for this estimate. In the next

two subsections, we show how all of the correctly received

packets can be used in a localization algorithm, and how the

CRB of the location estimate can be obtained for the proposed

scheduling schemes.

A. Localization algorithm

After the anchors transmit their localization packets, each

sensor node has Q measurements. Each measurement is con-

taminated by noise whose power is related to the distance

between the sensor and the anchor from which the measure-

ment has been obtained. The l-th measurement obtained from

the j-th anchor is related to the sensor’s position x (sensor

index is omitted for simplicity) as

t̂l = f(x) + nl, (23)

where nl is the measurement noise (see (1)) and f(x) is

f(x) =
1

c
‖x− xj‖2 (24)

where xj is the j-th anchor’s position. Stacking all the

measurements gives us a Q × 1 vector t̂. The number of

measurements is given by

Q =
N∑

j=1

qj , (25)

where qj is the number of measurements which are obtained

correctly from the j-th anchor. In CFS, qj is a Bernoulli

random variable with success probability P 1
j = P (qj = 1) =

1 − pl(dj) where dj is the distance between the sensor node

and the j-th anchor. In CTS qj is a Poisson random variable

with distribution

Pn
j = P (qj = n) =

(psλTT
)n

n!
e
−λT

T
p
j

s|d , (26)

where pj
s|d is the conditional probability that a sensor node

correctly receives a packet from the j-th anchor, knowing its

distance from all anchors (elements of d). This pdf can be

found from the conditional pdf of the received signal and the

interference power (see (19) and (20)).

Since the measurement errors are independent of each other,

the maximum likelihood solution for x is given by

x̂ = argmin
x

∥
∥t̂− f(x)

∥
∥
2
, (27)

which can be calculated using a method such as the Gauss-

Newton algorithm specified in Algorithm 1. In this al-

gorithm, η controls the convergence speed, ∇f(x(i)) =
[

∂f1
∂x

, ∂f2
∂x

, . . . , ∂fQ
∂x

]T

x=x(i)
represents the gradient of the vec-

tor f w.r.t. the variable x at x(i), x(i) is the estimate in the

i-th iteration, and ∂fl
∂x

=
[

∂fl
∂x

, ∂fl
∂y

, ∂fl
∂z

]T

where l = 1, . . . ,Q.

Algorithm 1 Gauss-Newton Algorithm

Start with an initial location guess.
Set i = 1 and E = ∞.
while i ≤ I and E ≥ ǫ do

Next state:
x(i+1) = x(i)−
η
(
∇f(x(i))T∇f(x(i))

)−1 ∇f(x(i))T
(
f(x(i))− t̂

)

E = ||x(i+1) − x(i)||
i = i+ 1

end while
x̂ = x(i)

Here, I and ǫ are the user-defined limits on the stopping

criterion. The initial guess is also an important factor and can

be determined through triangulation, similarly as explained in

[24].

B. Cramér-Rao bound

The Cramér-Rao bound is a lower bound on the variance

of any unbiased estimator of a deterministic parameter. In this

subsection, we derive the CRB for the location estimate of a

sensor node.

In order to find the CRB, the Fisher information matrix

(FIM) has to be calculated. The Fisher information is a

measure of information that an observable random variable

t̂ carries about an unknown parameter x upon which the pdf

of t̂ depends. The elements of the FIM are defined as

I(x)i,j = −E

[

∂2 log h(t̂;x)|x
∂xi∂xj

]

(28)

where x is the location of the sensor node, h(t̂;x) is the pdf

of the measurements parametrized by the value of x, and the

expected value is over the cases where the sensor is localizable.

In a situation where the measurements (ToFs or RTTs

between a sensor node and the anchors) are contaminated with

Gaussian noise (whose power is related to the mutual distance

between a sensor-anchor pair), the elements of the FIM can

be formulated as

I(x)i,j =
1

P loc

QN∑

qN=0

. . .

Q2∑

q2=0

Q1∑

q1=0

s.t. {q1,...,qN} enable self-localization
{

∂f

∂xi

T

R
−1
w

∂f

∂xj

+
1

2
tr

[

R
−1
w

∂Rw

∂xi

R
−1
w

∂Rw

∂xj

]}

ΠN
j=1P

qj
j

(29)

where P loc is the localization probability (see (10) and (22)),

Qi = 1 for CFS, and ∞ for CTS, Rw is the Q × Q noise

covariance matrix

∂Rw

∂xi

= diag

(
∂[Rw]11

∂xi

,
∂[Rw]22

∂xi

, ...,
∂[Rw]QQ

∂xi

)

, (30)

and
∂f

∂xi

=

[
∂f1

∂xi

,
∂f2

∂xi

, ...,
∂fQ

∂xi

]T

, (31)

with fi a ToF or RTT measurement.

Once the FIM has been computed, the lower bound on the

variance of the estimation error can be expressed as CRB =
∑3

i=1 CRBxi
where CRBxi

is the variance of the estimation
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error in the i-th variable, defined as

CRBxi
=

[
I−1(x)

]

ii
. (32)

Note that the CRB is meaningful if a node is localizable

( 1
P loc in (29)), meaning that a sensor node has at least K dif-

ferent measurements. Hence, only
∑N

k=K

(

N
k

)

possible states

have to be considered in order to calculate (29) for collision-

free scheduling, while the number of states is countless for

collision-tolerant scheduling. Nonetheless, it can be shown that

the number of possible states in CTS can be dropped to that

of CFS (see Appendix C).

V. ENERGY CONSUMPTION

In this section, we investigate the average energy consumed

by all the anchors during the localization. In CFS, the receiver

of anchor j is on for tj seconds, and its transmitter is on only

for Tp seconds. With power consumption PL in listening mode

and PT in transmitting mode, the average energy consumption

in CFS is

Eavg
CF

= NTpPT +
N∑

j=1

t̄jPL, (33)

where the energy consumed for processing is ignored. As is

clear from (6), an anchor with a higher index value has to

listen to the channel longer, and consequently consumes more

energy in comparison with the one that has a lower index.

To overcome this problem, anchors can swap indices between

localization procedures.

In CTS, the anchors do not need to listen to the channel and

they only transmit at an average rate of λ packets per second.

The average energy consumption is thus

Eavg
CT

= λTTNTpPT. (34)

For (PL

PT
<

NTp(λTT−1)
∑

N
j=1 t̄j

), the average energy consumption

of CTS is always greater than that of CFS. However, as

λ gets smaller (or equivalently T
CT

gets larger), the energy

consumption of CTS reduces.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To illustrate the results, a two-dimensional rectangular-

shape operating area with length Dx and width Dy is con-

sidered with uniformly distributed anchors and sensors. There

is no difference in how the anchors and sensor nodes are

distributed, and therefore we have fD(d) = gD(d) which can

be obtained as [?]

fD(d) =
2d

D2
xD

2
y

[
d2(sin2 θe − sin2 θs) + 2DxDy(θe − θs)

+ 2Dxd(cos θe − cos θs)− 2Dyd(sin θe − sin θs)]

(35)

where θs and θe are related to d as given in Table II.

TABLE II: Values of θs and θe based on distance d.

distance θs θe
0 ≤ d ≤ Dy 0 π

2

Dy ≤ d ≤ Dx 0 sin−1 Dy

d

Dy ≤ d ≤
√

D2
x +D2

y cos−1 Dx

d
sin−1 Dy

d

TABLE III: Simulation parameters. Note that, in this table some parameters
such as N , Daa, Tg , etc. are related to other parameters, e.g., N depends on
the values of the p̄l, and Pss.

Description Para. Value Unit

Number of anchor nodes N 5 -
Number of sensor nodes M 100 -
Sound speed c 1500 m/s
Number of required different packets K 3 -
Area size in x-axis Dx 3c m
Area size in y-axis Dy 3c m

Maximum anchor-anchor distance Daa 3c
√
2 m

Maximum anchor-sensor distance Dsa 3c
√
2 m

Guard time for localization packet Tg 50 ms
Number of bits per sample bs 2 -
Number of bits per packet bp 200 -
System bandwidth B 2 kHz
Localization packet length Tp 100 ms
Noise power N0B 100 dB re 1uPa

ToF noise power coefficient kE 10−10

Transmit power P0 166 dB re 1uPa
Reference distance d0 1 m
Power coefficient α0 1 m
Path-loss exponent n0 1.4 -

Fading variance h̄
√

1/4 -

Shadowing variance σh

√
3/4 -

Fading mean σg 0 dB
Absorption coefficient a(f) 1 dB/km
Required SNR for packet detection γ0 6 dB
Request packet arrival delay ds/c 0 s
Required probability of successful

localization Pss 0.99 -

The parameter values for the numerical results are listed in

Table III, and used for all examples.

The number of bits in each packet is set to bp = 200
which is sufficient for the position information of each anchor,

time of transmission, (arrival time of the request packet), and

the training sequence. Assuming QPSK modulation (bs = 2),

guard time Tg = 50ms, and a bandwidth of B = 2kHz the

localization packet length is Tp = 100ms (see (4)). In addition,

kE is set to 10−10 which is approximately equivalent to

1.9m range accuracy at 1km away from an anchor. Moreover,

to keep the transmitted packets from an anchor in CTS

independent of each other, we set σg = 0 (no shadowing

effect) for the simulations. Fig. 3 shows the probability of

successful self-localization in the collision-tolerant scheme as

a function of λ and the indicated value for T
CT

. It can be

observed that there is an optimal value of λ (denoted by λopt)

which corresponds to the minimal value of T
CT

(Tmin
CT

) which

satisfies P loc
CT

≥ Pss. The highlighted area in Fig. 3 shows the

predicted region of λopt (obtained in Appendix B). As it can

be seen, λopt is close to λlow
opt , and it gets closer to this value as

Ps|q>0 gets smaller. In addition, for the values of T
CT

greater

than Tmin
CT

, a range of values for λ ∈ [λlow, λupp] can attain

the desired probability of self-localization. In this case, the

lowest value for λ should be selected to minimize the energy

consumption.

Fig. 4 shows the probability of correct packet reception

versus the number of interferers (the desired Pss is set to 0.90
in this example) for different values of the path-loss exponent

n0. When there is no interference, the probability of packet

reception is high. Yet, when there is an interferer, the chance

of correct reception of a packet becomes small (0.126 for
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Fig. 3: Probability of successful localization for different values of λ and
T

CT
.

n0 = 1.4), and as the number of interferers grows, it gets

smaller.

The probability that two or more packets overlap is also

depicted in part (b) of this figure for the three values of λ
shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that as the value of λ is reduced

from λopt (which is equivalent to a larger T
CT

), the probability

of collision becomes smaller. The chance of correct packet

reception thus increases, and the energy consumption reduces

as explained in Section V. In addition, it can be observed that

although using λupp results in the same performance as λlow,

it relies on the packets that have survived collisions, which is

not energy-efficient in practical situations neither for anchors

(required energy for multiple packet transmissions) nor for

sensor nodes (processing energy needed for packet detection).

Part (a) of Fig. 5 shows the time required for localization

versus the transmit power. As P0 increases, p̄l gets smaller,

and consequently fewer anchors are required for collision-free

localization. In Fig. 5, for a given P0, the number of anchors

N is calculated using (10), which is then used to calculate the

minimum required time for the collision-free and collision-

tolerant localization. Each fall in T upp
CF

in CFS indicates that

the number of anchors has been decreased by one. We also

note that for a given number of anchors, the upper and lower

bounds of T
CF

are constant over a range of P0 values; however,

the actual performance of both schemes becomes better as

P0 grows. The collision-tolerant approach performs better for

a wide range of P0 values, and as the number of anchors

decreases, its performance slightly degrades. In part (b) of

Fig. 5, we calculate the ratio PL

PT
below which the average

energy of CTS is greater than that of CFS. The ratio of

Eavg
CF

/Eavg
CT

is a linear function of PL

PT
, and as P0 increases for

larger values of PL

PT
, the average energy consumption of CTS

becomes greater than that of CFS. In practice, for a range of

6km the PL

PT
is less than 1

100 [25], and this means that CTS

consumes more energy.

Many factors such as noise power or packet length are

directly dependent on the operating frequency and the system

bandwidth. Assuming single-hop communication among the

sensor nodes, an optimum frequency band exists for a given
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Fig. 4: a) Probability of successful packet reception versus different number
of interferers. b) Probability that q interferers collide with the desired packet.
For this figure, λlow, λopt and λupp are chosen from Fig. 3.

operating area. As the size of the operating area increases,

a lower operating frequency (with less bandwidth) is used to

compensate for the increased attenuation. Furthermore, as the

distance increases, the amount of available bandwidth for the

optimum operating frequency also gets smaller [23]. As it was

mentioned before, the localization packet is usually short in

terms of the number of bits, but its duration (in seconds) still

depends on the system bandwidth. Below, we investigate the

effect of packet length (or equivalently system bandwidth) on

the localization time.

As it is shown in Fig. 6, the length of the localization packet

plays a significant role in the collision-tolerant algorithm.

The minimum localization time grows almost linearly with

Tp in all cases; however, the rate of growth is much higher

for the collision-tolerant system than for the collision-free

one. At the same time, as shown in Fig. 7, the size of the

operating area has a major influence on the performance of

the CFS, while that of the CTS does not change very much.

It can be deduced that in a network where the ratio of packet

length to the maximum propagation delay is low, collision-

tolerant algorithm outperforms the collision-free one in terms

of localization time.

The localization accuracy is related to the noise level at

which a ToF measurement is taken, and to the anchors’

constellation. If a sensor node in a 2D operating system

receives packets from the anchors which are (approximately)

located on a line, the sensor node is unable to localize itself

(or it experiences a large error). To evaluate the localization

accuracy of each algorithm, we considered M = 100 sensor

nodes, and run a Monte Carlo simulation (103 runs) to extract

the results. The number of iterations in Algorithm 1 is set to
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Fig. 5: a) Effect of transmit power on the minimum time required for
localization, and the average probability of a packet-loss p̄l (dashed-line); b)

The minimum value of
PL

PT
in dB below which the average energy consumption

of CTS is greater than that of CFS.
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Fig. 6: Effect of packet length on the minimum time required for localization.

I = 50, and the convergence rate is η = 1
5 . The T

CF
was set

equal to the average localization time of CFS. In this special

case where Tmin
CT

is lower than T avg
CF

, the successful localization

probability (P loc) of CTS is greater than that of CFS. The

probability distribution of the localization error ‖x̂ − x‖ is

illustrated in Fig. 8 for both schemes. In this figure, the root

mean square error (RMSE), and root CRB (R-CRB) are also

shown with the dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectively. It

can be observed that in CTS the pdf is concentrated at lower

values of the localization error compared to CFS, because each

sensor in CTS has a chance of receiving multiple copies of

the same packet, and thus reducing the range estimation error.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have considered two classes of packet scheduling for

self-localization in an underwater acoustic sensor network,

one based on a collision-free design and another based on a

collision-tolerant design. In collision-free packet scheduling,

the time of the packet transmission from each anchor is set in

such a way that none of the sensor nodes experiences a colli-

sion. In contrast, collision-tolerant algorithms are designed so

as to control the probability of collision to ensure successful

localization with a pre-specified reliability. We have also pro-

posed a simple Gauss-Newton based localization algorithm for

these schemes, and derived their Cramér-Rao lower bounds.

The performance of the two classes of algorithms in terms of

the time required for localization was shown to be dependent

on the circumstances. When the ratio of the packet length

to the maximum propagation delay is low, as it is the case

with localization, and the average probability of packet-loss

is not close to zero, the collision-tolerant protocol requires

less time for localization in comparison with the collision-

free one for the same probability of successful localization.

Except for the average energy consumed by the anchors, the

collision-tolerant scheme has multiple advantages. The major

one is its simplicity of implementation due to the fact that

anchors work independently of each other, and as a result the

scheme is spatially scalable, with no need for a fusion center.

Furthermore, its localization accuracy is always better than

that of the collision-free scheme due to multiple receptions

of desired packets from anchors. These features make the

collision-tolerant localization scheme appealing from a prac-

tical implementation view point. In the future, we will extend

our work to a multi-hop network where the communication

range of the acoustic modems is much shorter than the size

of the operating area.

APPENDIX A

P LOC

CT
IS AN INCREASING FUNCTION OF T

CT

In this appendix, we show that the probability of successful

localization is an increasing function of the localization time.

According to (21), and the fact that psλ is independent of TT,

Fig. 7: Effect of the operating area size on the time required localization.
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Fig. 8: Probability distribution of the localization error, and its corresponding
CRB for CTS and CFS.

it is clear that p
CT

is an increasing function of TT. Therefore,

P loc
CT

is an increasing function of TT if P loc
CT

is an increasing

function of p
CT

. The derivative of P loc
CT

w.r.t. p
CT

is

∂P loc
CT

∂p
CT

=
N∑

k=K

(
N
k

)

(k −Np
CT
)pk−1

CT
(1− p

CT
)N−k−1. (36)

With a simple modification we have

∂P loc
CT

∂p
CT

=
1

p
CT
(1− p

CT
)

{

[
N∑

k=0

(
N
k

)

kpk
CT
(1− p

CT
)N−k −

K−1∑

k=0

(
N
k

)

kpk
CT
(1− p

CT
)N−k

]

−

Np
CT

[
N∑

k=0

(
N
k

)

pk
CT
(1− p

CT
)N−k −

K−1∑

k=0

(
N
k

)

pk
CT
(1− p

CT
)N−k

]}

.

(37)

Using the properties of binomial random variables we have

that
N∑

k=0

(
N
k

)

kpk
CT
(1− p

CT
)N−k = Np

CT
, (38)

and
N∑

k=0

(
N
k

)

pk
CT
(1− p

CT
)N−k = 1. (39)

Now, equation (37) (or equivalently (36)) is equal to

∂P loc
CT

∂p
CT

=

K−1∑

k=0

(
N
k

)

(Np
CT

− k)pk−1
CT

(1− p
CT
)N−k−1. (40)

It can be observed that (36) is always positive for p
CT

< K
N

,

and (40) is always positive for p
CT

> K
N

. As a result
∂P loc

CT

∂p
CT

is

positive for any value of p
CT

; therefore, P loc
CT

is an increasing

function of p
CT

, and consequently of TT.

APPENDIX B

MAXIMUM VALUE OF psλ

The first and second derivatives of psλ w.r.t. λ can be

obtained as

∂psλ

∂λ
=

N∑

q=0

ps|q
xqe−x

q!
(q − x+ 1), (41)

(∂psλ)2

∂2λ
=

N∑

q=0

ps|q
xq−1e−x

q!
[(q − x)(q − x+ 1)− x], (42)

where x = 2NλTp. For x < 1 the derivative in (41) is positive,

and for x > N + 1 it is negative. Therefore, psλ has at least

one maximum within x ∈ [1, N + 1]. In practical scenarios

the value of ps|q for k > 0 is usually small, so that it can be

approximated by zero. For a special case where ps|q>0 = 0,

(41) is zero if x = 1, and (42) is negative, and as a result

λlow
opt = 1

2NTp
maximizes P loc

CT
. This corresponds to a lower

bound on the optimal point in a general problem (i.e., ps|q>0 6=
0).

APPENDIX C

CRAMÉR RAO LOWER BOUND FOR CTS

The upper bound on the sum operation in (29) for CTS is ∞
(note that in practice at most TT

Tp
packets can be transmitted

from an anchor), and this makes the CRB calculation very

difficult even if it is implemented numerically. In order to

reduce the complexity of the problem, the observation of a

sensor node from the j-th anchor is divided into two parts:

Either a sensor node does not receive any packet from this

anchor (no information is obtained), or it receives one or more

packets. Since the anchor and the sensor node do not move

very much during the localization procedure, their distance

can be assumed almost constant, and therefore the noise

power is the same for all measurements obtained from an

anchor. When a sensor node gathers multiple measurements

contaminated with independent noise with the same power

(diagonal covariance matrix), CRB can be computed with less

complexity. We will explain complexity reduction for the first

anchor, and then generalize for the other anchors.

Considering the first anchor, each element of the FIM can

be calculated in two parts: no correct packet reception, and

one or more correct packet receptions from this anchor, which

can be formulated as

I(x)i,j = P 0
1 I(x|q1 = 0)i,j + P>0

1 I(x|q1 > 0)i,j , (43)

where P 0
1 is the probability that no packet is received from the

first anchor, and P>0
1 =

∑∞
q1=1 P

k
1 is the probability that one

or more than one packets are received from the first anchor

which depends on the distance between the sensor node and

the anchor. The second term in (43) can be expanded as

I(x|q1 > 0)i,j =
1

P loc

QN∑

qN=0

. . .

Q2∑

q2=0

s.t. {q1,...,qN} enable self-localization
{

1σ−2
1

∂f1

∂xi

∂f1

∂xj

+ c1 + 1σ−4
1

∂σ2
1

∂xi

∂σ2
1

∂xj

+ c2

}

P 1
1 /P

>0
1 ΠN

j=2P
qj
j +

{

2σ−2
1

∂f1

∂xi

∂f1

∂xj

+ c1 + 2σ−4
1

∂σ2
1

∂xi

∂σ2
1

∂xj

+ c2

}

P 2
1 /P

>0
1 ΠN

j=2P
qj
j +

.

.

.
{

kσ−2
1

∂f1

∂xi

∂f1

∂xj

+ c1 + kσ−4
1

∂σ2
1

∂xi

∂σ2
1

∂xj

+ c2

}

P k
1 /P>0

1 ΠN
j=2P

qj
j +

.

.

.
(44)
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where c1 and c2 are affected only by measurements from the

other anchors. Using a simple factorization we have

I(x|q1 > 0)i,j =
1

P loc

QN∑

qN=0

. . .

Q2∑

q2=0

s.t. {q1,...,qN} enable self-localization
{

gj

[

σ−2
1

∂f1

∂xi

∂f1

∂xj

+ σ−4
1

∂σ2
1

∂xi

∂σ2
1

∂xj

]

+ c1 + c2

}

ΠN
j=2P

qj
j

(45)

where

gj =

∑∞
qj=1 kP

k
j

∑∞
qj=1 P

k
j

=
λTTp

j

s|d

1− P 0
j

. (46)

Now, we define aN×1 with its k-th element ak either zero

(if qk = 0) or gj (if qk > 0). We also define bN×1 with

its k-th element bk =
[

σ−2
k

∂fk
∂xi

∂fk
∂xj

+ σ−4
k

∂σ2
k

∂xi

∂σ2
k

∂xj

]

. Then, we

have

I(x|a)i,j =
1

P loc
(

a
T
b

)(

ΠN−na

n=1 P 0
k,ak=0

)(

Πna

n=1(1− P 0
k,ak>0)

)

,
(47)

where na is the number of non-zero elements in a. Hence,

to evaluate I(x)i,j for the localizable scenarios only
(

N
K

)

possible states (different realizations of a which lead to

localizable scenarios) have to be considered. This number is

the same as that of CFS.
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